Sebo x4 parts diagram

Do you have a question about the Sebo Automatic X4 or do you need help? Ask your question
here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more
detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Sebo Automatic X4
owners to properly answer your question. I am trying to remove the housing by pressing the
housing button but I cant release it. My machine is clogged up with my hair. The suction is good
and the brush is clear still the full up light still comes on, it is not full up. I think it is clogged up
from behind the rollers. The hose has no suction. We just changed over to a soft bristle brush.
Why doesn't the hose work? The motor will not turn by pusch de button ; just 2 leds are pinking
one second. View the manual for the Sebo Automatic X4 here, for free. This manual comes
under the category Vacuum Cleaners and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 7.
This manual is available in the following languages: Engels, Duits. Below, you will find the most
frequently asked questions about the Sebo Automatic X4. Is your question not listed? We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. If the cable is damaged it must be replaced
with a. For safety reasons this must be. Do not vacuum hot material eg. Do not leave machine
near heat source eg. Do not remove any scr ews. Disconnect from mains before maintenance.
Keep away from liquid or moisture. V acuum dry surfaces only. Do not use with a damaged
cable. Fit only 10 amp fuse. Do not run over mains cable. Do not leave plugged in and
unattended. Children and pets should be supervised to ensure. Do not tilt the brush head on to
the floor when using. This can cause marking. Some floor coverings may be damaged by. Ch
eck with fl oor ing su ppl ier be for e use and. This appliance is not intended for use by persons.
T echnische Daten. II, doppelt isoliert. V acuum motor Air flow Dust bag W orking width Brush
drive Brush speed Floor adjustment W eight For service please contact your supplier or the. T
echnical Details. Personen einschl. Wi ss en ben ut zt zu wer de n. Hinweis zur Entsorgung gilt
nur innerhalb der EU :. W eitere Informationen erhalten Sie durch Ihre. B Optional Attachments.
A selectio n of att achments is availa ble as a kit. Ask a question. Marie Guyett, No comments 0.
Answer this question Send. Edmund hoare, No comments 0. June, No comments 0. About the
Sebo Automatic X4. Sebo Automatic X4 specifications. Related product manuals. My Sebo
vacuum is losing suction. Why is that? Your Sebo vacuum cleaner losing suction power can be
due to the following causes: - The suction power is not set to maximum - The dust container or
dust bag is full - The hose, brush or tube is clogged. How often should I check the filter? A
clean filter is important to maintain the vacuum cleaner's suction power. Therefore, check the
filter regularly. When a filter is clogged, dust absorption decreases and energy consumption
increases. What do I do with a smelly vacuum cleaner? A commonly used method is to put a
little washing powder in the dust container or the dust bag. How often should I vacuum my
house? For allergy sufferers, vacuuming the house at least twice a week is recommended. Read
more. Vacuum Cleaner. Dust bag. Spare parts automatic x4 sebo sebo ul automatic x1 vacuum
parts sebo automatic x4 parts manual exploded sebo essential g2 vacuum parts. Spare parts
automatic x4 sebo vacuums online sebo ul automatic x1 vacuum parts partswarehouse sebo
automatic x4 parts manual exploded diagram sebo essential g2 vacuum parts. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. About The Author masuzi. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. During these
unprecedented times, we are still trying to maintain a service for our customers, however, in
order to protect our staff, our office is operating on reduced capacity. Our customer help desk
may take longer to answer the phone or reply to emails and there may be delays in receiving
your order. Our service department is working on a limited basis and will only be undertaking

repairs for essential cases until further notice. We apologise for any inconvenience caused
during these uncertain times and thank you for your support and understanding. Take care of
yourselves, your loved ones and your community. Stay home. Award winning vacuums with
excellent performance and brilliant ease of use Shop Now. Light and compact vacuums
cleaners with big performance and cleaning range Shop Now. Floor cleaning solutions for all
types of carpets and floors to remove the toughest stains Shop Now. A wide range of
attachments, bags and filters to help you clean effectively and quickly Shop Now. SEBO is the
world's largest manufacturer of commercial upright vacuum cleaners and boasts a presence in
over 20 countries. My Account. All demos Features Buy me! Compare Products. Store Locator
Contact Us. Add to Cart. Commercial Vacuum Cleaners Performance. Shop Now. Store Locator
Use our map to find a retailer near you. Contact Us Call or drop us on email to help you. Follow
Us. Email: service sebo. Secure Payments. The X4 was designed, crafted, and engineered for
superior performance and ease of use. Every piece fits together to allow this vacuum cleaner to
operate optimally. This means that if for any reason you or someone using the vacuum forgot to
replace the hose, or filter, or bag properly, the vacuum remains off to avoid catastrophic results.
In short, this vacuum is child proof. The X4 also features a lifetime warranty on the belt; that is
to say, SEBO is confident enough that the belt will never break, therefore the company offers
that warranty to ensure customer satisfaction. One integral feature that sets this model apart
from competitors is the automatic height adjustment. When switching from bare floor to carpet
or rug, the unit will lift or lower itself for maximum airflow and suction to remove dirt and debris
from the surface. The brushroll acts as the sensor for this ingenious design element; when the
floor brush is either not making enough contact with the surface or it is hitting the floor too
vigorously, it will adjust the height to resolve the issue. For those with allergies or fear dust
lingering in the air after vacuuming, the Automatic X4 has you covered. The X4 achieves this
filtration thanks to a sealant strip on the bottom to negate kick-back dust; sealant around the
bag door; electrostatic S-class filter; the top fill bag system; and the statically charged bags to
attract and cling dust to the sides. No crack will be found in the body as it is comprised of the
same plastic as football helmets. With all of the benefits mentioned above as well as full sized,
on-board tools, the SEBO X4 boasts a low cost of ownership. Replacement bags and filters
range reasonably, and the vacuum is backed by a five year warranty on all parts and labor.
Surprising to most, all of the features have been unique to the X4 since The vacuum continues
to weather the tests of time and it will power on for the coming years. Powered by BlogEngine.
NET 1. Do it your self vacuum cleaner repair is now easier by being able to match the parts you
need to our exclusive detailed parts diagrams and schematics. This will let you know you are
getting the right part the fist time which saves time and money. We always recommend that you
unplug your machine before performing any repair and if you do not know what you are doing
we advise bringing your vacuum to an authorized repair shop. We carry a large selection of
vacuum cleaners types such as: commercial, upright, canister, handheld, stick brooms, steam
vacs, and wet dry vacuums. We also carry vacuum cleaner bags and filters to fit every model.
For all of your central vacuum, and installations needs, we have everything from new
construction installations kits to specific fittings for pipe repair. Our featured Electrolux Quiet
Clean central vacuum system is second to none. Simply running a HEPA filter in your home all
day will clean the air in your home and help to prevent an allergy or asthma attack. It's the
holiday season again! Check them out today on our site! Sebo Vacuum Engineering by Joe
Submit to DotNetKicks Links evacuumstore Privacy Notice. Page List Electrolux Vacuum
Cleaners. The Automatic X5 is the most technically advanced vacuum cleaner in the world! It
features an electronic controller that acts as a brain, measuring the resistance of the brush
roller against the floor and signaling the power head to adjust up or down to the appropriate
brush height, to ensure optimum performance on both carpet and hard-floor surfaces. The
controller also regulates a warning system that not only alerts the user to problems such as
clogs, a worn brush, a full bag and brush roller obstructions, but it also automatically shuts off
the vacuum, when necessary, to protect the motor and belts from damage. Browse More
Vacuums Here. Designed and Manufactured in Germany â€” Legendary quality, reliability and
performance make SEBO vacuums the choice of cleaning professionals and household users
throughout the world. Save Money! Typical vacuums perform poorly, even when new, and usally
do not last beyond two years. Five-year Warranty Coverage â€” All SEBO models include a
five-year warranty on the motor and all non- wear parts and a five-year warranty on labor
charges. Remarkably Quiet Operation â€” Intelligent design and high-quality motors combine to
provide amazingly quiet vacuums. Effective Filtration Requires a Tightly Sealed Vacuum â€”
Dirty air, which flows through a vacuum, can only be filtered completely if it does not escape
into the room through seams or seals in the machine. This is why all SEBO vacuums have tight
seals throughout. Many vacuum companies with high-filtration claims are actually quoting

specifications made by the manufacturer of the filter material, as measured in the laboratory,
not the filtration effectiveness of the vacuum itself while operating. Whether or not dirty air can
escape through leaks in the body of the machine is not considered. The filtration effectiveness
of SEBO vacuums is tested while they operate. They both remove For comparison, microns is
the diameter of a human hair. Hospital grade filtration. Additional information Weight 32 lbs.
Reviews There are no reviews yet. Roam Cordless Broom Vacuum. Riccar SupraLite Cordless
Vacuum. Sterling Electric Powerhead. RugRat Handheld Turbine Powerbrush. Edge Electric
Powerhead. Rated 5 out of 5. Rated 5. Buying a Vacuum? American Vacuum sells it allâ€”units,
hoses, power heads and pipe. We are your one-stop central vacuum shop. Home Do you need
an upright vacuum? Or a canister? Maybe a robot vacuum? We have it all. We carry Sanitaire,
Eureka, Hoover, Dyson, and anything else you can think of. Do you think you can find it for less
somewhere else? Commercial Do you own or work in a co
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mmercial settingâ€”a hotel, restaurant or school? Also, ask about setting up a commercial
account. Service, Installation and Repair We have been repairing vacuums at our retail locations
for decades. Plus, we are the authorized warranty station for almost all major brands. There's
nothing we can't fix. We also service and install central vacuums in your home. Locations
Gladstone, MO St. Right Type for the Right Job Upright Wider cleaning path Better on carpet
More commonly has motorized brushbar Longer power cord With power cord and hose, longer
reach In bagged units, often have larger bags Rarely has automatic power cord rewind Harder to
get around and under furniture Have to move entire machine on each pass. For over 40 years
we have had Kansas City covered. We are expanding west with our retail and service and we are
already all over the world through with our Internet presence. Whether you are in Kansas City or
Kalamazoo, let American Vacuum take care of your vacuum cleaning needs.

